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Teddy temple()
 
born in Kisumu, i live in Nairobi and am stil a student.
I have collection of poetry that i believe can inspire my readers and ignite a glow
in their heart.Some of my work are published in magazines like white wash
dreams.With flaming enthusiasm and courage, i'll continue writing and give my
readers a thrill
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Always Smile
 
It totally costs nothing to smile
When you think of it you'll realise that it is worth
And a single smile can travel round the earth
It enriches  those who receive it and its memory lasts forever
 
We sometimes smile to hide tears and sorrows
Even if it is not real, smile is nature's best antidote for trouble
When you smile, you enlighten the the hearts of your counterparts
The going with life may seem to be tough
But always smile because it is the greatest weapon in life
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Don'T Judge
 
Whether black or white
Tall or short in height
Don't judge from first sight
 
A man is a man whether poor or rich
Even if they occupy different niche
But they are equal before God without any hitch
 
Whether in sad or happy mood
It's not right to judge, disrespect or elude
All that matters is whether evil or good
 
Don't be quick to check on the speck in others eyes
Yet yourself you've got a log that is of large size
Judge not as it pays you no prize
 
Teddy temple
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Friendship
 
Friendship is like chains of gold
Shaped well in God's all perfect mould
A grip of the hand makes it strong
Good trust makes it last long
 
Be there for a friend at any hour of need
And plant the friendship seed
Deeply rooted in the hearts and steadfast as the ages roll
As this binds closer soul to soul
 
Friendship is a collection of hearts ready to share
With a word of cheer, tell a friend that you always care
Since a friend is like a gift from God to us
Treasure your gift and never let it pass
 
No matter the weight of the load
A bouquet of happiness you'll reap on the friendship road
As the heart of a friend doesn't become weary
You can walk with him in thr dark even if the nights are dreary
 
Teddy temple
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God's Bosom
 
There, I seek comfort when my mountains erupt
My pillow when the the world's on fire
I feel strong on it
Like a sturdy tree planted by the stream
 
A shade from the blistering heat
No boredom or restlessness, just placid
All my maladies are remedied there
Agastopic I am, to God's bosom
 
A place like no other
So tranquil and heart soothing
An oasis of comfort it is
In my desert of calamities
 
Teddy temple
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Haters
 
Never mind what haters say
Ignore them till they fade away
Even if they criticize you in any way
Pay no attention to them any single day
As the sun shines, just continue making your hay
 
Whatever against you they conspire
Spare them no time as you go higher
They mock you when you are stuck in the mire
Let that be an up-beat that inspire
Making you to see something special in everything you desire
 
When you walk by, they pose and stare
With evil eyes prompting to set you a snare
Make brisk steps to show them that you don't care
For they spin invisible webs everywhere
But make them feel angered beyond repair
 
When you see that jealousy on their face, wave hello
Or play them melody of cello
To tell them that they make you become mellow
When they try to scare, tell them you are not yellow
 
Walk over them with pride
As they spice your ride
Make for them an extra stride
Shun them and their views just deride
And in your life, let them outride
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Heart Of A Winner
 
Strong like a lion
Huge like mount Zion
 
Endures the pains and can bear the weight
Doesn't rush things as it can hold and wait
 
Has no worries and regrets
As it is satisfied with whatever it gets
 
Patience and determination is all it must have
As it is aware that the struggle is nothing but love
 
When things go wrong, it blames nobody or gives an excuse
Even if in a state of recluse
 
Sorrows and failure cannot tear it apart or make it cry
It just holds onto hope and never says die but will always try
 
Teddy temple
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I Made It
 
I listened to my heart
Held onto my faith
Never gave up the struggle
Even though it was full of pains and sorrows
 
My journey of success
I filled it with hope
Didn't let my dreams die
And ignored my critics
 
I came up from nothing
And made it to something
A smile creeps on my lips
When i see myself flying with the birds like Richard Branson
 
Thanks to Almighty above
Who has blessed my hands greatly
Like a spider, they spin something out of nothing
For they are gifted like those of Ben Carson
 
I look up to the sky
Upon the shining of the sun
And glittering of the stars
I say to myself, 'finally i made it'.
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In  Miasma Of Confusion
 
Am swept away in the wave of emotion
Sometimes people gamble to live so i have to take caution
As i make right choices and avoid taking chances
But to the rhythm of life, my spirit dances
 
Don't know if am adding value to my life or wasting it away
For every step i make in a preferable way
Seems as though i lost sight
Of what's important to gain a new height
 
Don't know if am being capped or crowned
Maybe into trickery i've just drowned
This wish i made upon a star
Seems to be a curse and is leaving on me a scar
 
I've thought deeply than the flow of a fountain
Set my sight higher than the peak of a mountain
But everything seems to be an illusion
My life is full of confusions
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Inside Your Heart
 
Inside your heart
There is a fountain of gladness
Flowing deeply and widely
 
There is a waterfall of kindness
That originates from your smile,
And gives my heart a joyous warmth.
 
From the waterfalls to the mountains,
From which magma of love erupts,
And flows in lava of romance.
 
A river flows silently in the vale of your heart
Its waters quench my love thirst,
And it drains into the widest ocean ever-love
 
A heart that's not ordinary,
Inside it is like paradise,
And its golden nature won't put as apart.
 
Teddy temple
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Kindness
 
It is an oil that takes friction out of life
Echoes of its words are endless
Hearts that embrace it are are golden
Tounges that speak its language are nourished
 
Giving without hesitation
Acquiring without meanness
And losing without regret
creating love by showing kindness
 
It is a language that is universal
The blind can see it
The deaf can hear it
And the crippled can walk it
 
It has  no boundaries
As it is the magnanimity of love
Its power is life-changing force
For it gives people a sense of value
 
It is a thermometer by which love is measured
For it is love in action
Dispelling darkness
And inspiring the down-hearted
 
Kindness
A pure spiritual dynamite
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Life
 
Life
 
The walk of life is like going uphill
Full of pains to be endured, joys to be shared and wounds to heal
When you rush things you might give up half-way
Don't procrastinate and avoid any delay
For life is precious, don't waste it
And decisions you make shapes your destiny and where you fit
 
Live today as if there is no tomorrow
As life is a gift from God that you don't borrow
Always keep on cheering
Even if death is nearing
Take things by their smooth handle and avoid unnecessary hurries
That would lead to regrets and worries.
 
Teddy temple
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Looking Into The Mirror
 
Standing in front of the mirror on the wall
Preening yourself and appreciating your being
Never before or in the coming times
Will you find another person like the one you are seeing in the mirror
 
Mirror will never deceive you
It simply reflects the true you clearly
Just take a moment and scrutinize yourself
Are you worthy and commendable?
 
You'll still be you even on a broken mirror
Even if there are many images on it but the object is one
So don't let the cracks cheat you
Or make you console yourself
 
Teddy temple
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Lovequake
 
It is lovequake
The core of our  hearts are shaken
All resistance crumbles
As love simply takes over
 
It brings sunshine
When you only see rain
Makes you laugh
When you feel pain
 
It eliminates miles that separate
Circumstances that keep those in love apart
And those who break our hearts
For when love shakes, it is all smiles
 
The quake's intensity is immeasurable on love scale
As it is strong enough to steal one's heart unaware
For it hearkens into people's welfare
And it has no rampage
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Mother Is Always The Best
 
She is the one who knows the pain you feel
And her love is enough to make your wounded heart heal
 
Even if the world turn their back on you when you go astray
But mum will never stop loving you any single day
 
She guides and cares for you from the time you are born
Corrects you wherever you go wrong till the day you'll be dead and gone
 
While still a child, when in danger or hurt you cried out the name mum
Since you were sure she'll be there to protect you from any harm
 
Never forget her in whatever you do and wherever you go
Don't let her be somebody you used to know
 
Mother will remain the best forever
To find someone like her, never
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Music Of The Violin
 
As the bow meets the strings
Out comes a pleasant melody
That soothes the heart
And that is what the ears want to always hear
 
As the violin's music is pumping
You got to start clapping
As it lifts one's spirit high
Along its melody you can sing by and by
 
Teddy temple
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